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Okanagan Complex Fire Camp

Fire camp
Incident overview

Weather forecast

Fire behaviour prediction

Challenges

Yesterday’s achievements

Today’s objectives

Estimated at 100 hectares in size. This wildfire has increased in size. The
majority of growth is in the park and no values are at risk at this time. A
new perimeter map has been uploaded to reflect the change in size.
38 BCWS personnel on site.
Air support, as required. 6 helicopters are assigned to the complex. This
wildfire is now classified as being held.
*The increased activity and smoke yesterday was from the Frederick
Creek wildfire, which is near Glenfir.
Winds with thermal troughing in the area will be light and southeasterly
as the normal southerlies set in. Temperatures will be a degree or two
cooler today and will be in the low 30 degree range. Winds will be
southerly and gusting up to 40 km/h near Kelowna and 10-20 km/h
elsewhere.
Anticipate very similar fire behaviour potential compared to yesterday, it
may just be focused in another spot. Expect fire spread to be slopedriven, unless terrain is less than 30% slope. The fires on the east side
may see slightly stronger winds due to exposure. This wildfire in
particular is somewhat protected from northerly winds; however, a
southerly shift will cause some movement.
Firefighters are working on steep rocky slopes in high temperatures with
little to no shade. These difficult circumstances make traveling by foot
slow for ground crews. Temperatures on site yesterday reached 42
degrees Celsius (approximately 108 degrees Fahrenheit).
Crews worked at strengthening containment lines to secure the upper
gullies in order to extinguish hot spots.
Firefighters reinforced existing hose lay so that they could extinguish hot
spots further into the hard to reach gullies.

Out of Control: Describes a wildfire that is not responding (or only responding on a limited basis) to suppression action, such that the perimeter
spread is not being contained.
Being Held: indicated that (with the resources currently committed to the fire ) sufficient suppression action has been taken that the fire is not
likely to spread beyond existing or predetermined boundaries under the prevailing and forecasted conditions.
Under Control: The fire has received sufficient suppression action to ensure no further spread of the fire.
Out: The fire has been extinguished.

If available, map information for download:
https://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/data/geographic-data-services/web-based-mapping/imapbc

